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ABSTRACT 
Barlow & Prochan [1] were first to study a complex system taking the component failure and repair times as Independent 
of each other. In recent years, many papers on reliability such as Li  [2] used multi-state weighted k- out- of- n systems to 
analyze repairable systems with arbitrary failure time distributions. Exponential distribution plays an important role in the 
study of system with repair. In order to predict and  estimate or optimize the probability of survival and the mean life, it is 
essential to take exponential distribution.  Earlier, Goel et al[8 ] have done similar reliability analysis taking units in three 
different modes. Rander et-al [6] has evaluated the cost analysis of two dissimilar cold standby systems with preventive 
maintenance and replacement of standby units. A pioneer work in this field was done by Gopalan [3] and Osaki [5] by 
performing analysis of warm standby system and parallel system with bivariate exponential life respectively. Earlier, 
Pathak et al [10 & 11] studied reliability parameters of a main unit with its supporting units and also compared the results 
with two different distributions. We define semi-up mode as the case when the one particular unit is not able to operate 
due to error in other units which makes these units non-operative. In this paper an attempt has been made by authors by 
incorporating the concept of semi-up mode and tried to obtain the reliability parameters of working system taking three 
independent components.  
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2. System Description about the model: 
The system consists of three independent components namely A, B & C. Here component A are  independent on other 
two components B and C and the system is operable when  atleast  two of the components are in operation and the 
system is semi operable when at least one of the components B or C are in operation. As soon as a job arrives, all the 
components work with load. It is assumed that only one job is taken for processing at a time. There is a single repairman 
who repairs the failed units on first come first served basis. Using regenerative point technique several system 
characteristics such as transition probabilities, mean sojourn times, availability and busy period of the repairman are 
evaluated. In the end the expected profit is also calculated. 
3. Assumptions used in the model: 
a. The system consists of three independent components A, B and C. 
b. There is a single repairman which repairs the failed units whenever called for service. 
c. The repairs are done on FCFS basis . 
d. All units work as new after repair. 
e. After random period of time the whole system goes to preventive maintenance. 
f. The failure rates of all the units are taken to be exponential whereas the repair time  distributions are arbitrary. 
g. Switching devices are perfect and instantaneous. 
4. Symbols and Notations:   
jip Transition probabilities from ji StoS  
i Mean sojourn time at time t                        
0E =State of the system at epoch t=0  
 E=set of regenerative states   
)(tq ji Probability density function of transition time from ji StoS  
)(tQ ji Cumulative distribution function of transition time from ji StoS  
)(ti  Cdf of time to system failure when starting from state ESE i 0  
)(ti Mean Sojourn time in the state ESE i 0  
)(tBi Repairman is busy in the repair at time t / ESE i 0  
4321 /// rrrr =Constant repair rate of Main unit A /Unit B/Unit C/Unit B or C  
 // =Failure rate of Main unit A /Unit B/Unit C 
4321 /// gggg =Probability density function of repair time of Main unit A/Unit B/Unit C/Unit B or C 
4321 /// GGGG =Cumulative distribution function of repair time of Main unit A/Unit B/Unit C/Unit B or C 
a(t) = Probability density function of preventive maintenance . 
b(t) = Probability density function of preventive maintenance  completion time. 
)(tA = Cumulative distribution functions of preventive maintenance. 
)(tB = Cumulative distribution functions of preventive maintenance completion time. 
       = Symbol for Laplace -stieltjes transforms.  
      
        = Symbol for Laplace-convolution. 
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wrrg AAAA ///0 -- Component „A‟ under operation/good and non-operative mode/ repair mode /waiting for repair                               
gr BBB //0 -- Component „B‟ under operation/repair/ good and non-operative mode 
gr CCC //0 -- Component „C‟ under operation/repair/good and non-operative mode 
P.M. -- System under preventive maintenance. 
Up states: ),,();,,();,,( 0030020000 rr CBASCBASCBAS   
Semi Up states: ),,();,,();,,( 0504001 rwrrwrr CBASCBASCBAS   
 Down States: .).(.);.( 76 MPSDSS   
6. Transition Probabilities:   
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34. 17060  pp           
 [6.1-6.34]
 
It is easy to see that  
107030201  pppp  , 
1151410  ppp  ,   12420  pp     , 13530  pp   ,   14641  pp  , 
15651  pp                     
[6.35-6.40] 
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 [6.41-6.48] 
We note that the Laplace-stieltjes transform of )(tQij  is equal to Laplace transform of )(tqij  
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[6.50-6.66]
 








m                 
[6.67] 
 











             
[6.68-6.73] 
 7. Mean time to System failure-  
Time to system failure can be regarded as the first passage time to the failed state. To obtain it we regard the down state 
as absorbing. Using the argument as for the regenerative process, we obtain the following recursive relations. 
)()()()()()()()( 073032021010 tQttQttQttQt    
)()()()()()()( 5154140101 ttQttQttQt     
)()()()()( 4240202 ttQttQt    
)()()()()( 5350303 ttQttQt    
)()()()( 461414 tQttQt    
 )()()()( 561515 tQttQt                                                                         
[7.1-7.6] 
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   [7.8] 
Now letting 0s  we get
 5135010341240102100151151414300320021
)1)(1()0( ppppppppppppppppppD                                                           
             
 [7.9] 
The mean time to system failure when the system starts from the state 0S  is given by  
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                                               
 [7.10] 




1 ND  . 
Coeff. of ( 07030201 mmmm  ) = 511514141 pppp   
Coeff. of ( 10m ) = 51350341240201 ppppppp   
Coeff. of ( 20m = 24m ) = )1( 5115141402 ppppp   
Coeff. of ( 3530 mm  ) = )1( 5115141403 ppppp       
Coeff. of ( 41m = 46m ) = 14015114350351152402 )1( pppppppppp   
Coeff. of ( 51m = 56m ) = 15014115240241143503 )1( pppppppppp                                
[7.11-7.16] 




























             


























      
   
 
8. Availability Analysis: 
             Let )5,4,3,2,1,0)(( itM i denote the probability that system is initially in regenerative state ESi   is up at 
time t without passing through any other regenerative state or returning to itself through one or more non regenerative 
states .i.e. either it continues to remain in regenerative iS or a non regenerative state including itself . By probabilistic 

















     
                  
          [8.1-8.6] 
Recursive relations giving point wise availability )(tAi given as follows: 
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ii tAtqtMtA  ; 
)()()( 0606 tAtqtA                         ;   )()()( 0707 tAtqtA  ;    
                                                                                                              
 [8.7-8.14] 




























088 ]0,0,,,,,,[],,,,,,[ MMMMMMAAAAAAAAq X             
[8.15] 
 





















20q 0 1 0
*
24q 0 0 0
*














60q 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
*



























20q 0 1 0
*
24q 0 0 0
*
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If 0s  we get 0)0(2 D  which is true          
 [8.16]                                                                        






















2M 0 1 0
*
24q 0 0 0
*












51q 0 0 0 1
*
56q 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

























































































































             
                 
    [8.17] 
 





















         
                 
             
    [8.18] 
To find the value of )0(
/
2D we collect the coefficient jim in )(2 sD  we get  
Coeff. of 05115141407030201 )1()( Lppppmmmm    
Coeff. of 151350341240201151410 )()( Lpppppppmmm             
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Coeff. of 251151414022420 )1()( Lpppppmm   
Coeff.of 351151414033530 )1()( Lpppppmm                    
 Coeff.f 4140151143503511524024641 ])1([)( Lppppppppppmm   










Coeff. of 7511514140770 )1( Lpppppm   
                                
 [8.19-8.26]                 






























    
             
   [8.27]                                                      
9. BUSY PERIOD ANALYSIS: 
(a) Let )(tWi )5,4,3,2,1( i denote the probability that the repairman is busy initially with repair in regenerative state
iS  and remain busy at epoch t without transiting to any other state or returning to itself through one or more regenerative 
states. 
By probabilistic arguments we have 
)()( 11 tGtW  , )()( 22 tGtW  , )()( 33 tGtW   , )()( 44 tGtW  )()( 55 tGtW                   
[9.1-9.5] 








    





































 ;  
)()()( 0606 tBtqtB       ;          )()()( 0707 tBtqtB   
                   
[9.6-9.13] 


























088 ]0,0,,,,,,0[],,,,,,,[ WWWWWBBBBBBBBq X      
 [9.14]
 
Where 88xq is denoted by [8.15] and therefore )(
/
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2W 0 1 0
*
24q 0 0 0
*












51q 0 0 0 1
*
56q 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0




























             5544332211 LLLLL   = 
 5,4,3,2,1i
iiL                               
             
    [9.15] 




































                
  [9.16] 
(b)Busy period of the Repairman in preventive maintenance in time (0, t], By probabilistic arguments we 
have 
)()(7 tBtW                                                                                                         
  [9.17] 







































         ;  
)()()( 0606 tBtqtB                 ;        )()()()( 07077 tBtqtWtB         ;  
                 
[9.18-9.25] 
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088 ],0,0,0,0,0,0,0[],,,,,,,[ WBBBBBBBBq X        
 [9.26]
 
 Where 88xq is denoted by [8.15] and therefore )(
/
2 sD is obtained as in the expression of availability. 























24q 0 0 0
0










51q 0 0 0 1
*
56q 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
*






Solving this Determinant, In the long run, we get the value of this determinant after putting 0s  is   
77511514140774 )1()0( LpppppN                    
             
   [9.27] 





























              
 [9.28] 
(c)Busy period of the Repairman in Shut Down repair in time (0, t], By probabilistic arguments we have 
)()( 66 tGtW                                                                                                      
 [9.29] 







































         ;  
)()()()( 06066 tBtqtWtB        ;        )()()( 0707 tBtqtB         ;  
                     
[9.30-9.37] 


















088 ]0,,0,0,0,0,0,0[],,,,,,,[ WBBBBBBBBq X   
                  
Where 99xq is denoted by [8.15] and therefore )(
/
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   [9.29] 





























              
 [9.30] 


































                                                   
             
 [10.1-10.2]               
And other distributions are negative exponential 
tttt etBetAetbeta     )(,)(,)(,)(                                                
[10.3-10.6]                       
For n=1   trii
iertg
)(   , tri
ietG
)(
    
If i=1, 2, 3, 4 
trtr
ertgertg 21 2211 )(,)(
  , trertg 333 )(




   , tretG 2)(2
 , tretG 3)(3
   ,  tretG 4)(4
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[10.38-10.42] 
Where )1( 511514140 ppppL  ; 513503412402011 pppppppL  ; )1( 51151414022 pppppL  ; 
)1( 51151414033 pppppL  ; ])1([ 140151143503511524024 ppppppppppL  ; 









            
[10.43-10.50]                                           
11. Profit Analysis:-  
 The profit analysis of the system can be carried out by considering the expected busy period of the repairman in 
repair of the unit in (0,t]. 
Therefore, G(t) = Expected total revenue earned by the system in (0,t] -Expected repair cost of the failed units 
-Expected repair cost of the repairman in preventive maintenance -Expected repair cost of the       
Repairman in shut down 
        )()()()( 3423121 tCtCtCtC bbbup    



























           [11.2-11.5]
 
1C is the revenue per unit time and 432 ,, CCC  are the cost per unit time for which the system is under simple repair, 
preventive maintenance and shut down repair respectively.  
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Figure 1: state transition diagram 
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